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Foreword: 
 
The Wairarapa Driver Mentor programme was set up by a Community team and is led by the 
Wairarapa Road Safety Council. 
 
It was created in response to a real need to support identified school students in Wairarapa high 
schools, to gain their learners and restricted licences before they exited their secondary school 
educational environment. 
 
These students would not otherwise, because of their challenging situations, have had the 
opportunity to gain this essential life skill. 
 
The programme is designed to cover off two important issues across the Wairarapa. 

1. Road safety- to provide best practice road safety driving skills for young drivers, to better 
prepare them for what is potentially the most dangerous activity a young person faces, 
AND 

2. Career pathway tools-to enhance their potential to gain meaningful local or wider 
employment. 

 
Essentially, both to be ‘road ready’ and ‘work ready’ 
 
The programme is a reflection of a Community response to a Community need. The programme 
team are passionate about the safety and potential of our local young people, and to address 
disparities where opportunities are not otherwise afforded to ‘marginilised’ youth across 
Wairarapa. 
 
The team has worked collaboratively with local Councils, educational organisations, Police and 
other NGOs’, as well as agencies such as the New Zealand Transport Agency and Greater 
Wellington Regional Council. 
 
We are proud of the Wairarapa Driver Mentor programme, of what it represents, and of the 
benefits to our young people. 
 
Local business(es), service clubs, high school staff and our local Mayors have all been right behind 
the programme from its inception, and deserve huge cudos. 
 
The biggest ‘bouquet’ though, must go to our incredible ‘pool’ of mentors, who week after week, 
voluntarily give of their time and experience, to enhance the wellbeing of the next generation in 
their communities. 
 
The programme team continues to work hard to enhance, promote and sustain the programme 
detailed in the following pages. 
 
Wairarapa Driver Mentor programme team: 
 
Frazer Mailman (Masterton District Councillor & education specialist) - Programme Lead 
 
Julia London  ( ex PA to the late Helen Kelly-President NZ CTU)          - Programme Coordinator 
 
Bruce Pauling  (Manager, Wairarapa Road Safety Council)                    - Co Programme Lead      
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1. Safety of Young Drivers: 
 

1.1 The safety of young drivers ( drivers aged 16-24) is a concern both in  New Zealand 
and internationally. Lack of driving experience, peer pressure and breaching licence 
conditions lead to overrepresentation in fatal and serious injury crashes. Nearly a 
third of all fatal crashes in N.Z. involve a driver aged between 16 and 24, yet young 
drivers make up only 13% of licensed drivers. 

 
1.2 Male drivers aged 15 to 19 years are approximately seven times more                likely 

to crash than their 45 to 49 year-old counterparts, with female drivers aged 15 to 19 
years, approximately six times more likely to crash than female drivers in the 45 to 49 
year-old age group.  

1.3 The number of young drivers killed or seriously injured has reduced since 2010 due to 
harder restricted tests, raising of licensing age, and zero BAC for under 20s , however 
in 2016 young drivers were still involved in 85 fatal crashes and 658 serious injury 
crashes. 

1.4 Across Wairarapa between 2010-2017,    young drivers were killed and  seriously 
injured. Apart from the huge emotional trauma for affected families, friends and our 
close knit rural communities, the social costs for these crashes ( M.O.T. 2017 Social 
Costs of Crashes Update) were approximately $    m.  
 

1.5 Youth living in the provinces as opposed to metropolitan areas experience different 
transport challenges due to limited public transport, isolation, and challenging rural 
road networks. These challenges can lead to a higher risk exposure for young drivers 
in the regions. Even obtaining necessary identification for the young driver can be a 
major barrier to some families. 

1.6 Lower socio-economic conditions in some parts of the region result in other 
challenges for young drivers such as less exposure to competent and licensed driver 
mentors (role models) and therefore necessary best practice driving techniques, and 
nil access to safe and legal vehicles. 
Masterton ‘Eastside’ and Featherston rank highly in NZ socio-economic deprivation 
profiles. 
 

1.7 The New Zealand Transport Agency suggests that 120 hours of practice is 
recommended for learner drivers to capture different road, weather and traffic 
conditions. This is an unattainable aspirational target for some marginilised young 
drivers especially in the regions. This group requires support and intervention 
programmes, to bring them to similar levels of driving skills and confidence, which are 
naturally afforded to their ‘better placed’ peers.  
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2. Non Compliance and Justice Interventions: 
 

2.1 A 2016 study by the Auckland Council, run jointly by the Government and        Auckland 
Council unearthed very disturbing data. 

 

 

 
Note: A number of suggestions from the study included; student loans to pay for lessons, licence 
enrolment packs including proof of identity, e-mentor ‘apps’, fast tracking licence testing for 
unemployed people suitable for available jobs, licence support for prisoners and people with ESOL, 
and more compliance for drivers who breach, to gain their licences instead of fines. 
The ‘then Government’ indicated most of the suggestions would not be adopted. 
  
2.2 Locally, Police data in the below table give an indication as to the extent of the issue across 

Wairarapa, and it can only be inferred undetected breaches would escalate these figures. 
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3. Mayoral Taskforce for Jobs (MTFJ): 
 
3.1 In 2016 as a result of the Mayoral Task Force for Jobs initiative, the Social Sector trial & 

the work of the Wairarapa Road Safety Council, a steering group was set up by Mayor 
Lyn Paterson to explore how we best support some local secondary students to gain 
their restricted licenses prior to exiting school. 
The MTFJ had recognised that young people who held driver licenses were in a better 
position to gain local employment and contribute meaningfully to the region both 
economically and socially.  
Unless supported to gain licenses prior to exiting the colleges, the consequences could 
manifest in unemployment and Police/Justice interventions as previously mentioned. 
It is understood the MTFJ will present a case to Government to instill ‘driving practice’ 
programmes for all eligible students in Secondary schools nationwide 
 

3.2 The Wairarapa Road Safety Council (WRSC) had already been exploring the New 
Zealand Transport Agencys’ Community Driver Mentor Programme, which had 
financially supported several Community Driver Mentor initiatives around NZ. However 
in 2016, the agency had refocused their spending priorities and had decided to support 
any further proposed programmes via online and ‘hard’ resources. 

 
3.3 The steering group decided to adapt the NZTA driver mentor ‘template’, and engage 

with local colleges, driving instructors and local business(es), to set up the Wairarapa 
Community Driver Mentor Programme in mid 2016. 
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4. Wairarapa Community Driver Mentor Programme: 
 
4.1 Chanel College in Masterton was approached in late 2016 and became the first 

Wairarapa   secondary school to be engaged. It helped that a teacher at Chanel was 
also a trained driving instructor. 

 
It was decided then to engage with two other colleges, Kuranui and Makoura 
Colleges. 
Five ‘marginilised’ students from each College were identified and started learning 
to gain their learner licences prior to entering the programme. 
( At this stage, a cohort of five students are on the programme at each college at 
any one time). 

 
4.2 All four Wairarapa driving instructors were engaged to provide specialist advice and 

provide future ‘assessment drives’ for students. 
 
4.3. The WRSC then approached local business(es). Southey Honda committed to 

providing a ‘loan’ vehicle for 12 months with the proviso the programme would 
purchase it at the end of the ‘pilot’, The Sign Factory provided free vehicle signage, 
and Caltex Masterton provided free petrol for the pilot period. 

 
4.4 The three Wairarapa District Mayors were approached and committed $9,000 in 

total for programme ‘seed’ funding. 
 
4.4 The WRSC had made power point presentations to local community groups such as 

Rotary, Probus, and Wairarapa Volunteer Groups. Local Police had been 
approached and committed to supporting the programme with regular Police 
mentors. 
A cohort of enthusiastic volunteer mentors were then sourced, Police vetted and a 
full training day was arranged. 
Mentors underwent an assessment drive with driving instructors on the day as well.  

 
4.5. The programme was launched and in December 2016 saw two of the first 

programme graduates appear in a Wairarapa Times Age article. One immediately 
obtained local employment as a direct result, and the second was able to move into 
tertiary training because of the programme. 

 
4.6 By mid 2017 being the end of the ‘pilot’ period, eight students had obtained their 

restricted licences in two Colleges. Remembering the six month ‘waiting’ period 
between learners and sitting the restricted test and the term breaks, this was 
considered to be a successful outcome. 

 
4.7 During 2017, the programme received generous contributions from the local 

Trusthouse Foundation ($17k), 3 x local councils contributions ($19k), and Greater 
Wellington Regional Council 9$10k). 
This enabled the purchase of one vehicle (and a second car ‘loaned’ with the same 
purchasing proviso), small payments for our programme coordinator, ‘dual controls’ 
to be fitted to one car, and expenses covered such as petrol, maintenance, 
insurance and payments to driving instructors. 
Each college receives $5,377 per annum, to cover administration and coordination 
costs, ID and learner and restricted practical test fees. 
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4.8 In 2018, after NZTA had been provided costs and outcomes of the programme, they 

funded $30k, which would purchase a 2nd vehicle with fitted ‘dual controls’, 
maintain coordination costs, and again, petrol, maintenance and driving instructors 
costs. 
This also enabled the programme to include a 4th secondary school being 
Wairarapa College, the largest in the region.  
This contribution would sustain the programme through till June 2019. 

 
4.9 Programme ‘workings’: 

• Students who meet the programme criteria enter the programme and work 
towards gaining their learner licence 

• After gaining their learner licence the student is ‘matched’ with a mentor. 
• The programme coordinator works closely with the college staff and 

students so the mentor knows when to attend the college for lessons. The 
mentor picks the programme car up, mentors the student for 1 hour before 
the student returns to college and the mentor returns the car to a central 
parking point. 

• Ideally, the mentor attends the 1st ‘assessment drive of the student with a 
driving instructor, who identifies where the student ‘is at’ with their driving 
skills, and a suitable ‘coaching’ plan is compiled 

• Mentoring lessons begin and after several lessons (dependent on the 
student and level of skills), a 2nd assessment is carried out. 

• Lessons continue until the mentor feels the student is ready to sit their 
practical test 

• A 3rd assessment is carried out by the driving instructor who determines if 
the student is a) ready-the test is booked, OR b) the instructor deems further 
lessons are required and identifies what areas need to be addressed. 

• The student sits a practical test and either a) passes- a graduation Certificate 
and road safety ‘goodie bag’ is presented, OR b) fails-the student continues 
mentoring lessons to resit.  
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5. Outcomes: 
 

5.1 The ‘pilot’ programme in 2016 received $19k of ‘seed’ funding to set the programme 
up, and graduated 8 students. 

 
5.2 From June 2017 to June 2018, the programme attracted $76k in funding, making it 

sustainable through till June 2019. 
By December 2018, a further 47 students had graduated with restricted licences, 
totalling 55 students. 
 

5.3 Total grants/income since 2016 were $95k. Total student passes are currently 55, giving 
the average cost per student of $1,727. 
Given the social cost of a fatal crash is around $5m, and in excess of $950,000 for a 
serious injury, together with the possible social welfare costs in unemployment 
benefits, the programme team feel the benefit/cost ratio is more than positive.  
 

5.4 Furthermore, all students were identified by careers teachers as being ‘at risk’ of 
leaving school at the earliest without a drivers licence, and most without the possibility 
of financial and mentoring support from whanau. 
Their likelihood of gaining employment has now been enhanced, and even if jobs aren’t 
immediately sourced, they are now a long way ahead of being ‘work ready’, than 
before entering the programme. 
 

5.5 Exact data on students transitioning into employment after leaving school is an ongoing 
issue, and the programme team will be working further with agencies in an attempt to 
accurately measure this. 
Anecdotally, it would appear that around 10 students gained employment as a result of 
having a drivers licence. A further 5 or 6 have gone onto tertiary training, and a large 
number were still to attend another year at college. 
Further information will be sourced after Term 1commences in 2019. 
 

5.6 Students on the programme are of course all eligible to gain NCEA credits. 
 A Learner’s Class 1 driver licence counts towards NCEA Level 1 (2 credits). 

A Restricted Class 1 driver licence counts towards NCEA Level 2 (4 credits). 
Although not ‘assessed’ by any tutor, mentors are passing on valuable information 
around vehicle pre drive checks and starting and shutting down of the vehicles, as per 
Unit Standard 17676 (Version 4). 

  
5.7 For a lot of students who have graduated from the programme, it was the first 

achievement and Certificate they had ever experienced. The lift in their sense of pride 
and achievement is constantly passed on by mentors and school staff alike. Most are 
extremely appreciative of the chance given to them, and interact well with their 
volunteer mentors. 

5.8 An outcome relayed to the programme team from the mentors was the immense 
satisfaction and pride they get when ‘their’ students graduate, and the positive 
intergenerational interactions between the older mentor and the young student. They 
both display levels of trust and transparency, which enables them both to work 
towards a positive outcome. 
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6. Community Links: 
 
6.1 Local Police have been ‘onboard’ the programme from it’s inception. This adds gravitas and 

also encourages positive relationships between Police and some families who traditionally are 
‘at odds’ with enforcement agencies. 

 
6.2 The programme accepts referrals from the recently established Iwi Justice Panel, with the local 

Police Senior Sergeant panel representative mentoring the candidates. 
 Work is also being done with the Oranga Tamariki Youth Justice Coordinator, to see how the 

programme could help support his clients. 
 
6.3 A relationship has been formed with YETE partnership in Masterton. YETEs’ (Youth Education, 

Training and Employment) Licence 2 Work programme is already in colleges and the mentor 
programme is a further opportunity to assist with career pathways for students. 

 
6.4 The Wairarapa Whanau Trust (WWT) based in Featherston has expressed interest in the 

mentor programme as well, and the team will explore further possibilities with WWT to 
support these youth to gain licences as well. 

 
6.5 Mentors sourced through presentations to all Wairarapa Rotary groups, Probus groups and 

Wairarapa Volunteer Centre, has strengthened community ties, particularly around road 
safety, with these groups. 

 
6.6 Recent immigrants in the Wairarapa Community have been identified as a group in real need 

of attaining driver licences. ‘Connecting Communities’, a Masterton District Council led 
organisation, have approached the programme team to explore how these new community 
individuals could be supported through the programme. 
More work is needed to explore how this could work. Mentor capacity and training is seen as 
a barrier currently.  
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7. Programme Learnings & Challenges: 
 

7.1 To date, financial sustainability of the programme has been adequate, due to generous 
support from the three Wairarapa District Councils. (Masterton District Council has 
committed $10k annually through till 2021), the Trusthouse Foundation, and ‘one-off’ 
grants from Greater Wellington Regional Council and NZTA. 
The programme team will again in 2019, apply for grants to Trusthouse & NZTA, but any 
future funds from these sources are not guaranteed. 
The programme moving forward needs approximately $50K per annum to remain 
sustainable. As vehicles will need upgrading in the future, this amount may increase in 
different years. 
 

7.2 Retention of mentors has not been overly problematic to date, thanks largely to a ‘pool’ of 
incredibly generous and dedicated community volunteers, some of whom mentor two 
students weekly. Mentors are generally older retired folk who at some stage will exit the 
programme necessitating periodic sourcing and training of new mentors. 
WRSC is responsible for sourcing and training mentors which can be time intensive. Four 
new mentors are to be trained in January 2019, to replace mentors who through changing 
circumstances (illness, other pursuits, moving), can no longer donate their time. 
Although mentors are involved for altruistic reasons, they would appreciate even ‘petrol 
‘ money if the programme had any surplus funds to pay them for their generous time.  
 

7.3 Once established in colleges, the programme works effectively as dedicated staff manage 
the programme ‘in school’. Challenges arise when there are Principal and staff movements, 
which necessitate the programme team having to approach the college to reintroduce and 
resell the programme again. 

 
7.4 Receiving regular financial flow statements from some colleges can be an issue, however 

regular communications can mitigate this. 
 

7.5 The tracking of students progress ( i.e. did they gain employment as a result of gaining 
licences?) after leaving school, for programme evaluation and accountability is a challenge. 
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Background: 
The Wairarapa Driver Mentor Programme (WDMP) is a community collaborative aimed at 
enabling secondary school students to attain their restricted drivers licence.  This will remove 
a significant barrier towards employment, remove them from the justice and fines 
‘roundabout’, and produce safe and responsible road users. 
The programme outcomes rely on a level of commitment from the student and whānau 
ensuring the student attends scheduled assessment and mentor drives, and completion of the 
programme. 
Thanks to the generosity of our sponsors, all costs are covered by grants made by the 
Wairarapa District Councils; use of a car supplied by Southey Honda; petrol gifted by Chapel 
Street Caltex; and time given by our driver mentors. 
 

Ground Rules: 
Below is a list of ground rules for the programme.  These have been created so that as a 
learner driver or mentor you know what your responsibilities are.  Sticking to the ground 
rules will help your mentoring sessions run smoothly. 
By signing this form you agree to do the following: 

• Be on time for appointments and reliable in following instructions from the 
programme co-ordinator. 

• Respect each other’s time – notify the college or programme co-ordinator or learner 
driver/mentor in good time if unable to make an appointment. 

• Inform us if you have ever been, or are currently, (a) the subject of a police 
investigation in New Zealand or overseas regarding violence or sexual offences, drugs 
or firearms or driving offences; or (b) charged in New Zealand or overseas with 
violence or sexual offences, drugs or firearms or driving offences. 

• Consent to participate in the programme evaluation, and allow your image (photo or 
video) to be used for future promotional material 

• Agree to be responsible for any driving offences or tickets obtained by yourself in the 
Wairarapa Driver Mentor Programme Vehicle 

• Agree that no organisation or person involved in the programme will be held 
responsible for any injury or loss to any learner driver or mentor 

 
 

Understand that you must be fit and able to perform your role as a learner 
driver/mentor and that drugs and alcohol are strictly prohibited on any days involving 
practice sessions or driving lessons.   
Specifically: 

• You will not take any prescription medicine or form of drug that may inhibit your 
ability to drive a motor vehicle safely 

• You will not consume any alcohol within 12 hours before driving 
• You will notify the programme co-ordinator of any physical injury or condition that 

might inhibit your ability to drive a vehicle safely 
• You agree to notify the programme co-ordinator if these conditions change at any time 

while you are attending this course 
• You will be mentally and physically fit to undertake driver training/mentoring 
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Consent: 
 
 
Learner Driver 
I  __________________________ agree to all the conditions stipulated in the ground rules. 
 
Signed:  _________________________________  Date:  _______________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parent/Guardian to complete if learner driver is under 18 years of age 
I, __________________________ give consent for the above named learner driver to be a participant 
in the Wairarapa Driver Mentor Programme. 
 
Signed:  _________________________________  Date:  ________________________ 
 
Full Name______________________________________________________________ 
Address   ______________________________________________________________ 
Contact Ph:   Home:_________________________ Cell:_________________________ 
Relationship to learner driver:______________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mentor Driver 
 
I  __________________________ agree to all the conditions stipulated in the ground rules. 
 
Signed:  _________________________________  Date:  _______________ 
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Learner Questionnaire 
 
 

Name: 

Address: 

Phone (Home): Mobile: 

Email: 

Licence No: D.O.B: 

Alternative Contact (Parent/caregiver/guardian) 

Name: 

Email: 

Phone (Home): Mobile: 

Relationship to you: 

 

How much driving have you done approximately: 

Hours ________   Days __________Weeks _________ 

On a scale of 1(beginner driver) to 10 (excellent driver) how would you rank  

your driving ability?  ________ 

What difference will having a restricted licence make to you? E.g. Job / Future/ Family 
(Please explain briefly) 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Assessment Drives: Driving Instructor with Student (and Mentor if practicable) 
1st Assessment Drive ( start of 
programme) 

Date:   

Driving Instructor’s Comment: 
 
 
 

Learner Driver / Mentor to focus on: 
 
 
 

Signed: 
  
2nd Assessment ( student progressing 
well) 

Date: 

Driving Instructor’s Comment: 
 
 
 

Learner Driver / Mentor to focus on: 
 
 
 

Signed: 
  
3rd Assessment ( when mentor feels 
learner driver is ready to sit practical 
test) 

Date: 

Driving Instructor’s Comment: 
 
 
 

Learner Driver / Mentor to focus on: 
 
 
 

Signed: 
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All skills to be assessed and marked as achieved by Driving Instructor after 3rd assessment 
before booking restricted driving test: 
NOTE: Mentors to check regularly these core skills are improving to the stage where they can be 
assessed as achieved. 

Skills Checklist:  
Key Driving Skills Achieved 
 

Pre-drive Check of vehicle  

Identify & use of controls  

Moving Off (indicate, mirror, shoulder check)  

Smooth, progressive accelerating & braking.  

Correct Positioning on Road (Highway, town & before turning; correct uses of 
turning bays) 

 

Steering (‘1/4 to 3’ OR ‘10 to 2’), 2 hands always on steering wheel unless 
indicating through roundabouts;  

 

Hill Starts (indicate, mirror/shoulder check, release handbrake and smooth 
acceleration)- (See Stage 3 for correct procedures) 

 

Indications ( at least 3 seconds, and longer in high speed areas)  

 3 Point / U Turns  

Highway / Lane Changes  

Awareness: Checks mirrors(regular rear vision checks), scans intersections / 
shoulder checks-(L&R) when moving off, turning, merging etc 

 

Drive in traffic 2, 4, 12 seconds  

Gap Selection  

Speed Control / Speed Zones  

Parallel and angle parking  

Roundabouts  
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Mentors Lesson Checklist: (Helpful reminders to pass the test)  
REAR MIRROR CHECKS: 

• Before and after intersections; 
• Whenever braking; 
• Roughly every 10 – 12 seconds. 

SHOULDER CHECKS/BLINDSPOT (looking just over shoulder, not trying to look out 
the back window): 

• When pulling away from the kerb; 
• Before doing a U turn; 
• Before doing a 3 point turn; 
• Before starting a reverse parallel park; 
• Before making ANY left turn  or crossing cycle lanes (check over left shoulder) 
• When you see a sign showing 2 lanes merging back into one (highways, motorways 

etc) – Pattern:  Rear mirror – signal – shoulder check to the right – eyes front – move 
if clear.; 

• Moving to the left when there is another lane there e.g going around a car that is 
turning right; 

• When changing lanes right or left – Pattern:   mirror – signal – shoulder check – eyes 
front – move if clear; 

• If car is double parked (mainly in town) - Pattern:  mirror – signal right – shoulder 
check right – go around – signal left – shoulder check left – back into lane. 

STOP 
• Means a complete stop! Then, check both ways & follow procedurebefore moving off 

REVERSING 
• Driver turn head left, looking out back window.  Look right / left if needed. 

FOLLOWING DISTANCE 
• 2 second rule – fine weather; 
• 4 second rule – bad weather; 
• 12 second rule – looking as far forward and back as you can. 

SPEEDS 
• Speed up after passing 30km, 50km, 70km, 100km signs; 
• Slow down before speed signs; 
• Watch out for flashing 70 speed signs. (S.H.2 between Masterton and Carterton) 

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR TO EXPLAIN 
• Reverse parallel park; 
• Gap selection; 
• Roundabouts; 
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Mentor Coaching Lesson Notes: 9Must be completed after each lesson) 

DATE COMMENT GOAL FOR NEXT LESSON 
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DATE COMMENT GOAL FOR NEXT LESSON 
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DATE COMMENT GOAL FOR NEXT LESSON 
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Stage One 
 
Concentrate on 
these areas for 
the first and 
second hours of 
driving, 
minimum for 
all drivers 
(unless student 
is proficient) 
 
Use quiet 
streets and 
minimal parked 
cars to start 
this stage 
 
If your driver is 
not progressing 
from stage one 
after 3 hours of 
driving contact 
the driving 
instructor 
 
 

Mirrors – Indicate – shoulder check (The Process) 
1. Mirrors 

Start on the rear mirror looking for oncoming cars and other 
traffic. 

2. Indicate 
As your eyes move from the rear mirror turn the indicator on. 
Indicators are how we communicate our intention to other 
drivers 

3. Shoulder Check 
Before the driver is just about to pull out do a quick right 
shoulder check to ensure there is no one in the blind spot 
See shoulder check sheet 

Steering – looking ahead, road position, turning, 
mirrors/mirrors/mirrors 
1. Steering 

Hands must be 3 & 9 OR 2 & 10 position 
When turning the wheel at least one hand must remain on the 
wheel by either shuffling or hand over hand. No letting go and 
allowing the wheel to freely spin back but can slowly slide 
through your hands 
Driver should be looking ahead as far as they can see down the 
road to reduce under or over steering. If they look just over the 
bonnet or immediate vicinity they will not be steering well 

2. Looking Ahead 
Twelve second rule. To help show the driver how far ahead they 
should be looking ask them to pull over on a long straight road in 
a 50km zone. When a car coming from behind comes to pass the 
car ask them to count “1 Mississippi, 2 Mississippi” and see 
where the car has reached. That is an indication of how far they 
should be looking 

3. Road Position 
Keeping left when travelling along a straight road and having 
spatial awareness when passing cars and bikes (1.5m if 
allowable) 
Using a median strip when turning right but keeping to the left 
hand side (if the median strip is very wide). 
Pulling up next to the middle white line when turning right. 
The driver turns through the gap between the white lines. Do not 
cross or cut white lines when turning from main to side streets 

4. Turning 
Positioning the car to turn as you approach an intersection; i.e. 
when turning left from a side street onto main road, pull the car 
across to the left of the road as you come to the give way/stop 
line. 
Look down the road toward where you are heading, not 
immediate vicinity, once you have started the turn. 

5. Mirrors 
After moving off from the curb, again check the rear mirror and 
shoulder check, Be aware of what traffic has come up behind.  
Before going to brake, check rear mirror 
Once stopped, check rear mirror 
Being aware of the traffic around the car is essential to safe 
driving 
When changing direction, i.e. turning a corner or going around a 
bend, and prior to indicating, check rear mirror and shoulder 
check. 
If there is traffic on the right check the rear mirror and shoulder 
check. 
If going to turn left check rear mirror and shoulder check. 
When going down a straight road check rear mirror roughly 
every 10-20 seconds 
It is about awareness of traffic and other drivers. 

Checklist 
 
• Mirrors 
• Indicate 
• Shoulder 

Check 
• Hand Position 
• Steering 
• Looking 

ahead 
• Road Position 
• Turning 
• Mirror 
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Stage Two 
 
Introduce bike 
lane shoulder 
checks as soon 
as you come to 
them in a road 
situation. 
 
This stage can 
commence once 
stage one is 
competent 
 
For beginner 
drivers they 
should be 
progressing to 
this stage by 
the 10th hour of 
driving. These 
can be 
introduced 
earlier 
provided they 
are very 
familiar with 
stage one. 
 
This stage is 
about 
progressing 
from low to 
medium traffic 
and 
introducing 
diverse road 
conditions 
toward the end 
of stage 2 
before leading 
onto stage 
three. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shoulder checks/blind spots 
1. Shoulder checks/blind spots 

Demonstrate where the blind spots re, this will show the learner 
how far to turn their head. 
A shoulder check, also known as a blind spot, is completed as the 
last check immediately before moving the direction of where the 
driver wishes to take the car. 
Before crossing lanes – car lanes (left and right), bikes lanes 
(left), bus lanes (left) and continuous median strips (right). 
Left shoulder check with all left turns! 
Vehicle and bikes can appear from nowhere or be sitting in the 
blind spot. 
Check mirrors – indicate – shoulder check, then move if safe to 
do so. If there are vehicles in the path keep indicator on, DO NOT 
TURN IT OFF, nor wait until it is clear before turning on – follow 
the process. Drivers must let other drivers know their intention 

Stop and Give Way signs 
1. Stop signs 

When there is a yellow line it means STOP. The driver must come 
to a complete stop. After stopping, then check traffic, apply any 
giving way rules before moving off when the way is clear. 

2. Give Way signs 
When there is a white line or no line it means you can progress 
provided it is safe to do so. Approach the intersection knowing 
that if it is clear you can roll on through (if visibility allows) and 
do not have to come to a complete stop. 

Speed Control – Speed zones 
1. Speed Control 

Maintaining speed within 5km is the goal. For a 50km zone 
maintain 50 or no less than 45km – unless the conditions require 
otherwise 
8km over the speed is an automatic fail. 
Above the speed by 5km for more than 5 seconds is a critical 
error 
Feel the speed to be maintained without too much checking. 

2. Speed zones 
The location of the speed sign is the line where the speed can 
change. 
E.g. Before coming to a 30km road works sign the driver must be 
travelling 30km by the time they reach the sign. If travelling 
higher than 30km after the sign it is a critical error, hence you 
must slow down beforehand. 
When travelling in a 50km zone and a 60km speed sign is ahead 
you CANNOT increase your speed above 50km until you reach 
the 60km sign. 

Merging – Roundabouts (single) – Gap section 
(medium level) 
1. Merging 

Whenever two lanes merge into one a driver must – Check 
mirrors – indicate – and then shoulder check just before the 
merge occurs, to make sure a car isn’t right next to them or 
trying to beat them. The driver maintains their line (to the left or 
right, depending on which side they are on), the position on the 
road as it merges into one. Do not move or veer across the road 
into the line of the other traffic/lane. 
 

2. Roundabouts (single lane) 
Start with single lane roundabouts. As the driver approaches the 
roundabout, and before they reach the white triangle on the 
road, they do their mirror checks. 
Only indicate if they are going left or right. Once these two tasks 
have been completed as they approach the roundabout their 
focus can be on the right-hand traffic and any vehicles/bikes 

Checklist 
 
• Shoulder checks 
• Stop and give 

way signs 
• Speed Control 
• Speed zones – 

30, 50, 60 
• Merging 
• Roundabouts 

single lane 
• Gap selection 

medium level 
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Learning and 
practicing on 
localized 
suburb areas 
that have a 
range of give 
ways, stop 
signs, traffic 
lights, side 
streets onto 
medium traffic 
roads is far 
more beneficial 
than going on 
long distance 
drives. 
 
 

entering directly opposite. They are looking to see who, if any, 
are going to cross their path. They check for indicators and judge 
a cars movement. 
A roundabout has a give way sign, so if there is no oncoming 
traffic or vehicles in/or entering their path they can continue 
through the roundabout. They do not have to stop unless it is 
necessary. 
As they pass the exit before they turn off they MUST indicate left 
out of the roundabout. 

3. Gap selection 
Identifying the potential gap, constantly check the gap position 
then preparing to move into the gap. 
Left gap selection first; 
Progress the driver in their decision making by beginning with 
turning left into medium traffic. 
Talk the process out loud if this helps the driver. Look for the gap 
– identify the last car; e.g. red car, from where you see the gap 
behind. Check the gap is maintained, looking for bikes or other 
cars taking up the gap. As the last car, red car, comes to being on 
the right side just before passing in front, prepare to move by 
releasing the brake and the car will start to roll. Then as the car 
does pass follow behind the car by accelerating, provided it is 
safe to do so. Then immediately increase speed to speed zone – 
maintaining correct gap behind the car (2 second – 4 second 
when wet, rule). 
Right gap selection 
When the driver has approached the intersection always have 
them look right first, then left. For the gap on the right then once 
identified look to the left at the same distance to see if there is a 
similar gap. Once the gap is seen keep checking as it comes 
closer, by looking right and left constantly. Once the gap is 
almost there then prepare to move by releasing the brake and 
the car will start to roll. 
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Stage 
Three 
 
Practice and 
fine tuning. 
Make sure the 
driver is very 
competent with 
Stage One and 
Two before 
moving onto 
stage Three 

Parallel Parking 
1. Parallel Parking 

You can introduce parallel parking mid stage two however you 
must have it as part of the learning by the start of stage three. No 
more than two tries per lesson. If they get it right first time do no 
get them to do it again. 
The Approach; 
Identify the car to park behind (the test is NOT between two 
cars, just behind a single parked car). 
Check mirrors, indicate and pull up parallel to the parked car 
approximately 1 metre away until the side mirrors are level. 
Parking; 
Aim for a distance between the cars where the mirrors are about 
2 hands length away from each other. If the driver over shoots 
the position, simply reverse back slightly. 
Start to revers back straight until the passenger mirror is at the 
parked cars driver door handle. The driver is to be looking out 
the back window when reversing. Start to turn the wheel anti-
clockwise as the driver continues to reverse. The tip here is to 
maintain the same hand speed as the acceleration reverse speed. 
That is, if the driver is reversing back quickly their hands will 
need to be turning the wheel quickly. So best to maintain a 
smooth slow pace. When the car is positioned at 45 degrees 
(approximately 2 O’clock) from the parked car then as the driver 
continues to reverse the wheel is turned clockwise. If they stop 
the car and continue to turn the wheel the car tail will be out too 
far. Once the front of the car is in line with the car in front the 
driver can then place the car into drive and pull in behind the 
other car. 
Exit the park; 
Reverse to allow enough room to move away from the curve in 
two moves – 1. Reverse, 2. Move off. Check mirrors – indicate – 
shoulder check. 

Lane Changes – Dual Roundabouts 
1. Lane Changing 

Whilst maintaining the appropriate speed ask the driver to 
change lanes, “when it is safe to do so”. 
Check mirrors – Indicate – Shoulder Check before changing lanes 
(making sure a car isn’t in the blind spot or trying to beat them). 
DO NOT wait until it is clear to indicate. After mirror check the 
driver must indicate to let other drivers know of their intention. 
Ensure they do not slow down when trying to change lanes. This 
is quite common for learners when learning to change lanes. 
Gently remind them to maintain speed. Ensure they DO NOT drift 
across whilst doing the shoulder check. Practice left and right 
lane changes. 

2. Dual Roundabouts 
As the driver approaches the roundabout they need to choose 
which lane to follow. If going right enter right lane, left turn lane 
left lane, if going straight either lane. Before braking or choosing 
the lane complete the Mirror check. All major braking done by 
the time they reach the white triangle. Then indicate.  
Between the white triangle and line they start their search. As 
they approach the roundabout their focus can be on the right-
hand traffic and any vehicles/bikes entering directly opposite. 
They are looking to see who, if any, are going to cross their path. 
They check for indicators and judge cars movements. 
A roundabout has a Giveway sign, so if there is no oncoming 
traffic or vehicles in or entering their path they can continue 
through the roundabout. They do not have to stop unless it is 
necessary. 
In a dual roundabout the driver must remain in their chosen lane 
and not cross over the lines or path of the other lane.  As they 

Checklist 
• Parallel 

Parking 
• Practice 
• Emergency 

stopping 
• Lane changes 
• Dual 

Roundabouts 
• Speed zones 

60+ 
• Gap Selection 
• Safety Zone 
• Miscellaneous; 

railway and 3 
point turn 

• Driving using 
road signs 
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pass the exit before they turn off they MUST indicate left out of 
the roundabout.. 

Speed Zones – Gap selection – Safety Zone 
1. Speed zones 60+ 

The location of the speed sign is the line of where the speed can 
change. 
Introduce 70, 80 and 100KM zones 
Ensure they do not speed up before the speed change zone when 
entering a higher zone and decrease early before entering a 
lower speed zone. 

2. Gap Selection 
Increase from medium traffic to heavy traffic and busy 
roundabouts. When the driver has approached, or is approaching 
the intersection always have them look right first, then left. Look 
for the gap on the right then once identified look to the left at the 
same distance to see if there is a similar gap. Once the gap is 
seen, keep checking as it comes closer, by looking right and left 
constantly. Once the gap is almost there then prepare to move by 
releasing the brake and the car will start to roll. 
Turning into Flush Medians 
This is a ‘safety zone’ and is an unmarked or marked flush 
median (within the island down a dual main road). The safety 
zone is for drivers turning right out of a side street to cross into 
the middle. Once the right oncoming traffic has a gap, to wait 
until the left on-coming traffic is clear; mirror check, indicate left, 
shoulder/blind spot check prior to entering the lane. 
 

Miscellaneous, Level Railway  Crossings – 3 point 
turns 
1. Railway Level Crossings 

A driver is required to slow down on their approach to any 
railway tracks and just prior to crossing look down both ways to 
ensure there are no trains coming. Obey any stop signs, barrier 
arms, lights and bells.  

2. 3 Point Turn 
A 3 point turn is only used in the test if a suitable parallel park is 
not available. 
Driveways cannot be used nor can the driver touch the kerb as 
they attempt to turn the car in the opposite direction in 3 point 
turns. When requested to complete a 3 point turn the driver 
must check mirror – indicate – and left shoulder check before 
pulling into the side of the curb. Check mirror again – indicate 
right – shoulder check then curb the driver releases the brake 
and the car starts to roll forward turn the wheel hard clockwise. 
When approximately 1 metre from the opposite curb, turn 
wheels to the left stop, change gear into reverse, check mirror – 
shoulder check, as the driver releases the brake and rolls back 
turn the wheel hard anti-clockwise. Stop approximately 1 metre 
from the curb, turn wheels to the right, change gear into drive, 
check mirror – shoulder check, release brake and turn the wheel 
clockwise until positioned facing opposite direction from the 
start point. When turning or backing out from a car park, always 
turn when car is moving not stationary. 
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Wairarapa CDMP Contacts & Useful Links List 

Name Designation Phone Email 

Julia London Coordinator 027 2394343 Julia.london@actrix.co.nz 
Bruce Pauling Road Safety Council 027 4805630 rsmanager@wairsc.org.nz 
Jackie Hill Driving Instructor Makoura 027 8744390 Jackieandmike@xtra.co.nz 
Geoff Phillips Driving Instructor Makoura 021874477 geoff.email@clear.net.nz 
Mary Clayton CDMP Administrator Kuranui 

 College 
06 3049116 OR  
021569125 

learningcentre@kuranui-
.school.nz 

Steve 
Wakefield 

Driving Instructor Kuranui 027 6012126 marieandstepohen@wise.net.nz 

Therese King Careers advisor Makoura 06 3786074 thereseking@mc.school.nz 
Di Banks Lead Teacher Kuranui 06 3049116 Banksd@kuranui-college.school.nz 
Frazer Mailman College Liaison   mfmailman@xtra.co.nz 
Shelley Pender CDMP administrator Chanel 06 3700612 penders@chanelcollege.school.nz 
Nadine Herrick CDMP Admin Wairarapa 

College 
06  3700400 naherrick@waicol.nz 

Fionna 
Amundsen 

CDMP Admin Makoura College 06 3786074 Ext: 750 fionnaomundsen@mc.school.nz 

 

 

Book a car at *******REAP RECEPTION  06 3771379******* 

 

 

• www.drive.govt.nz                              ‘One stop shop’ on teaching a learner to drive  

 
http://www.drivingtests.co.nz              Random ‘road code’ questions 
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